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Examples of local uniformity of congruences 

IVAN CHAJDA 

Following [6], a congruence 0 on an algebra A is uniform if every two congruence 
classes of 0 have the same cardinality. An algebra A is uniform if each 0 6 Con A 
has this property. A class of algebras is uniform if every algebra of this class has this 
property. 

It is well known that groups and Boolean algebras are uniform. Moreover, 
every variety generated by quasi-primal algebras (i.e. a discriminator variety, see [7]) 
is uniform, see [6] or Theorem 2.2 in [7]. Some classes of uniform algebras are depicted 
also in [3]. Although such "nice" varieties are uniform, W. TAYLOR [6] proved that 
the class of uniform varieties is not definable by a Mal'cev condition. He introduces 
the following concept: an algebra A is weakly uniform if for every cardinal m there 
exists a cardinal n such that whenever and B2 are congruence classes of some 
0£Con A, if c a r d B ^ m then c a r d — I t was proven in [6] that the class of 
varieties of weakly uniform algebras is definable by a Mal'cev condition. 

For algebras with a nullary operation, we can give a local version of uniformity : 

Def in i t ion . An algebra A with a nullary operation c is c-locally uniform if for 
each element a£A and each 0£Con A, card [a]e^card [c]g. A class K of algebras 
of the same type with a nullary operation c is c-locally uniform if each has 
this property. 

It is clear that every uniform algebra with a nullary operation c is c-locally 
uniform and every c-locally uniform algebra is weakly uniform with n=card[c] e . 

Recall that an algebra A is regular if every two congruences on A coincide 
whenever they have a congruence class in common. An algebra A with a nullary 
operation c is weakly regular (with respect to c) if every two congruences 0 , 
6Con A coincide whenever [c]e=[c]<p. A class J f of algebras is (weakly) regular if 
each A£ Jf has this property. 
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Propos i t i on (Lemma 2.6 in [5]). Every uniform'variety is regular. 

We can prove a similar result for c-locally uniform algebras. 

Theorem 1. Let X be a class of algebras of the same type with a nullary opera-
tion c closed under homomorphic immages. If X is c-locally uniform, then X is 
weakly regular with respect to c. 

Proof . Let c be a nullary operation of a c-locally uniform class Let JT be 
closed under homomorphic immages. Suppose 01, 02£Con A and 

(* ) Me, = [ c W 

In this case we have clearly [c]e Aet=[c]e V 9 t =[c] e =[c]e ; without loss of gener-
ality, we can assume 0±=02. Denote by <x> the identity relation on A/0x. By (*) , 
the congruences co=01/01 and 02/01oi A/01dJf have the same congruence class 
containing the nullary operation of A/0X. Thus 

card [c]e2/ei = card [c]m = 1. 

Since A/01 is c-locally uniform, we have 

1 ^ card [a]edei card [c]0a/ei = 1 

for each a£A, thus 0J0X—O), i.e. 0 2 = 0 a . 

The aim of this paper is to show that there exist important classes of finite alge-
bras which are c-locally uniform but not uniform. By Theorem 1, they must be weakly 
regular. By [4], such algebras can be found among Heyting algebras, implication 
algebras and other types of lattice ordered algebras with pseudocomplementation. 

An algebra (L;\J, A, •, 1) with three binary and one nullary operations is an 
rp-algebra if (L; V, A, 1) is a lattice with greatest element 1 and • satisfies the follow-
ing identities: 

(* *) x-x=\, (x-y)hy = y, (x-y)hx = xhy. 

T h e o r e m 2. The class of all finite rp-algebras is \-locally uniform but not uni-
form. 

Proof . Let X be a class of all finite rp-algebras. Clearly J f is not uniform, 
because, e.g. the three-element chain C={0,a, 1}, 0 < a < 1, with a binary operation 
• defined by 

a • 0—0, 1 - 0 = 0 and x-y= 1 for all other combinations of variables 

is an rp-algebra but the partition {0}, {a, 1} forms a congruence on C which is not 
uniform. 
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We prove that J f is 1-locally uniform. Let A£c/C, z£A, 06Con A. Since A is a 
finite lattice, the congruence class [z]e contains a greatest element a. Put <p(x)= 
=a-x. We prove that q> is an injection of [z]e into [l]e . If x£[z]e, then (x, a )€0 . 
Since <p is an algebraic function over A, it follows that (<p (x), cp(a))— (cp (x), a • a)= 
= (<p{x), 1)60, i.e. <p{x)£[\]e. Thus q>: [z]0-[l]e. Suppose <p(x)=<p(y) for 
x,y€[z]e. Then a-x=a-y, whence af\{a-x)—af\(a-y). By (* *), this yields 
af\x=af\y. Since x^a, y^a, we obtain x=y. Thus <p is an injection, and therefore 
card [z] egcard[l] e . 

Let I be a lattice and a,b£L. An element x£L is called a relative pseudo-
complement of a with respect to b if x is the greatest element satisfying at\x=a!\b; 
denote it by a*b. A lattice L is relatively pseudocomplemented if a*b exists for each 
a,b£L. Then clearly L has a greatest element 1, and a*a— 1 for each a£L. Clearly 
the operation * satisfies the identities (* *), i.e. we obtain the following 

Coro l l a ry 1. Every finite relatively pseudocomplemented lattice is 1-locally 
uniform. 

Note that a finite lattice is relatively pseudocomplemented if and only if it is 
distributive. Corollary 1 implies immediately (for the definition, see e.g. [7]) 

Coro l l a ry 2. Every finite Heyting algebra is 1-locally uniform. 

Remark . By [4], a Heyting algebra is regular if and only if it is a Boolean 
algebra. Every three-element chain 0 -=a<l with a pseudocomplementation is a 
Heyting algebra which is not uniform. 

Following [1], an algebra (A; •) with one binary operation is an implication 
algebra if it satisfies 

(x-y)-x = x, (x-j>)-j> = x-(y-z) = y-(x-z). 

As it was proven in [1], every implication algebra A has a nullary operation 1 such 
that a-a= 1 for each a£A. 

Lemma 1. Every implication algebra is a V-semilattice with greatest element 1 
with respect to the operation a\Jb=(a-b)-b. 

For the proof, see Theorem 3 and Theorem 4 in [1]. 

Lemma 2. (Theorem 5 in [1]). Let A be an implication algebra and a, b£A. 
If p is any lower bound for a and b (with respect to the semilattice ordering), then 
the infimum a Kb of a and b exists, and a Kb—[a • (b • p)] • p. 

Theorem 3. The class of all finite implication algebras is 1-locally uniform but 
not uniform. 
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Proof . Let A be free implication algebra with two free generators a, b. By the 
Corollary of Theorem 2 in [1], A has the following diagram (as a V-semilattice): 

1 

{b-a, 1}, {a,(a-b)-b}, {a-b}, {Z>} 

is a congruence on A which is not uniform. 
Let A be a finite implication algebra, 0£Con A and z£A. By Lemma 1, there 

exists a greatest element a in [z]e. Put q>(x)=a- x. Clearly <p(a)=a- a— 1. If 
then (x, a ) € 0 which implies (q>(x), (p(a))= (q>(x), 1)£0, i.e. q>(x)£[\]e. 

Thus <p is a mapping of [z]e into [l]e . 
We prove that <p is an injection on [z]0. Suppose x,y£[z]0 and (p{x)~(p(y). 

Then a-x—a-y. Since x S a , x^a-x and y^a, y^a-y, therefore x is a lower 
bound of a and a • x, y, is a lower bound of a and a • y. By Lemma 2, aha • x and 
aha-y exist,and a-x=a-y impliesthat a- xAa=a-yAa. By Lemma 2, a-xha— 
= [ ( a - x ) ( a - x ) ] - x = l - x = x , and analogously a-yf\a=y. Hence x—y. 
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